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CHANNEL DELETED

REPAIRED THIS MONTH

This month has been a very difficult one, Unexpectedly
on the 21st leaving us with nothing. We contacted

YouTube and they was very good helping us recovering
the channel, It would appear that on the 11th of May

someone gain access to our channel but didn't do
anything until this date which is strange but it happens
after 4 days working with YouTube they returned the
channel to pretty much how it was with little things
changed which we was able to put right and restore

ourselves. This has however had a impact on our views
for the release of the video's We posted other videos
too and the same results so hopefully it will return

more to how it was slowly.

Further to add to the bit above we do have a
channel on lbry.tv which automatically backs up
the channel and its content to its platform and
Just like YouTube all you need to do is search

Mancbuses and you can find all the public
content there. We are working at a way to have a

back up or separate account for the Members
content mainly for Patreon as YouTube
membership is a little harder to do.  

Things we managed to repair this month. Shaun
when to get parts of 321 which is sat in a scrap
yard. From this vehicle he got the door rams and

spool valve, We had an issue with the ones on 114
and needed to replace them we wasn't sure on the

chance that 321 were good rams etc but Shaun took
them anyway in hope, We fitted them and are very
pleased to say that they are in brilliant working

order and not only do the doors work they are much
faster and close better which we would say is a Job

well done.
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THE NEXT SHOW

THE OIL LEAK

We do not have any planned to attend 

The same heading as last month? Yes although
one oil leak has been repaired there is another
one now which is coming from the crank case
cover it is only small and is not stopping the

vehicle from running but will need to repaired
as soon as possible, 



OUR SHOP

MEMBERSHIP

DONATIONS

Have you been to our shop on the
website? We have a large range of

products for sale to show your support
for us. We will be improving and
expanding the range of products

shortly. 

This last month has been very hard on
us and without the members it

probably would of been over and we
would of just scraped the whole

YouTube thing it has been tough but
our members and there support has

kept us going and our heads held high 
www.Mancbuses.com/supporting-us

We are always on the look for
tools etc if you have anything

you don't need and would like to
donate to us please contact us by

email
Admin@mancbuses.com


